Flying Insect Lights

- Contemporary Styling Combined With High Specification Features Ideal For Commercial Environments
- Modern Grid Facing Provides Pleasing Aesthetic For Customer Facing Locations
- Staggered Bulbs Provide Efficient Light Output While Offset Grid Creates A Large Effective Catch Area
- Main interlocked Catch Tray Remove Easily For Quick, Safe Maintenance
- Bulb Removal And Replacement Requires No Tools
- Mounts On Walls, Sits On Desk Tops Or Can Be Hung From Ceilings With Included Hardware

Model No. 1530
Includes Two Non-Shatterproof Bulbs

UPLIGHTER

- Modern Styling Provides Pleasing Aesthetic For Customer Facing Locations
- Silent Operation Is The Perfect Choice For Large Lobbies, Bars And Dining Areas
- Trapped Insects Are Hidden From View
- Built-in Safety Feature, Unit Must Be Unplugged To Change Bulbs And Glue Board
- Front Panel Folds Down For Easy Maintenance
- Bulb Removal And Replacement Requires No Tools
- Wall Mount With Included Hardware

Model No. 1515 - Includes One Non-Shatterproof Bulb And One Glue Board

Model No. 1500LV - Includes Two Non-Shatterproof Bulbs And One Glue Board

HYGIENE LIGHT

- Patented Green Light Technology
- Larger One-Piece Glue Board Than Competitive Models
- Built-in Safety Feature, Unit Must Be Unplugged To Change Bulbs And Glue Board
- Mounts On Walls, Sits On Desk Tops Or Can Be Hung From Ceilings With Included Hardware
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